The Plays of Shakespeare

Mouret/Pemantle

Oh the plays of Shakespeare number thirty seven. He wrote

Henry the Fourth parts one and two, Coriolanus, Much A

do about Nothing and The Tempest and Cymbeline. He wrote

As You Like It, Antony and Cleopatra, Love's Labour's Lost and

Pericles, and Timon of Athens, Measure for Measure, also

Romeo and Juliet. Oh the Comedy of

Errors and the Merry Wives of Windsor and then Two Gentlemen of Ve-
The Merchant of Venice and Othello and old King Lear. There's King Richard both the second and the third and then A Midsummer Night's Dream and MacBeth, Julius Caesar, Hamlet, All's Well That Ends Well and then Troilus and Cressida. There's King John, King Henry numbers five and eight, Titus Andronicus, Twelfth Night, Winter's Tale, and The Taming of the Shrew and then finally Henry VI parts one and three and two!